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Notes

Annotations created using iAnnotate on the iPad. Aji • www.ajidev.com

Alberico Gentilli divided legitimate embassies at three levels:

1. Embassy of independent state or  sovereign state to a  state of similar rank

2. The embassy of a  dependent state to so liar  ranks

3. Embassy between dependent and independent state

9-1

In 1416 the treaty of Troyes contained a clause that  peace could not be made without the consent of the states. This

was due to the higher  influence of the Parliament, and thus the treaties were no longer  personal agreements between

princes but between sovereign states

10-2

Jus gentium inter se:  laws that  regulated relations between sovereign states

Jus gentium infra se:common law to several  states
13-1

Hobbes definition of Europe , in  his writing Leviatham, were several  states whose international  relations were regulated

by civil law and their external  relations by public and private international  law
13-5

Oxford professor Richard  was the first author that  provided a coherent  definition of public international  law in  his book14-2

There was a big  gap between the theory and practice , as the practice was in  far advance of the theory,thus they were

merely  rationalizing the historical developments afterwards.
14-4

European political  relations were very  profound between 1450 and 1550 that  was very  difficult  for the writers to grasp

what  was happening
14-6

Due to the Renaissance and especially revival  of classical   scholarship rejected the contemporary experience as merelyl

a  subject of speculation
14-7

Thomas Hobbes view the shift of focus from the past  to the present, was the beginning of modern international  theory15-1


